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BESEXRCHMEMOBARDUM 

PEBFOBMANCEOFABLUNT-LIPSIDE ~WITHRAMPBLEED,BPPASg, 

MACH NCMBEB8 0.66 AND 1.5 TC 2.1 

By John L. JiLlen 
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The performance of a side inlet having a fixedl2O two-dimensional 
compression surface was determined at Mach numbers of 0.66 and 1.5 to 
2.1 for a range of angles of attack and yaw. The effects of several 
methods of compression-surface boundary-layer removal were investigated 
as well as a solid ramp. 

At Mach numbers 2.0 and 1.7 shock-induced separation of the ramp 
boundary layer became progressively unsteady as mass-flow ratio was re- 
duced and caused a corresponding increase Fn static-pressure fluctua- 
tions at the diffuser exit. Compression-surface bleed reduced and sta- 
bilized the shock-induced separation and thus extended the usable range 
of stable mass-flow ratio. Peak pressure recovery occurred just before 
mkdmum stable flow. 

Of the various types of boundary-layer bleed, external perforations 
gave the greatest gains in-pressure recovery and stability. At Mach 2.0 
peak pressure recovery was increased from 0.802 for the solid remp to 
0.89; and stability range, from about 0.10 to 0.285, in terms of mass- 
flow ratio from the critical value. Distribution and density of perfo- 
rations were important factors. For the same bleed flow area, external 
slots were less effective than perforations. Although the stability 
rsnge was generally smallest for internal bleed, the level of pressure 
recoveries within the stable region was higher than for external bleed. 

A 54Lameter constant-area section followed by overexpansion and 
contraction between the diffuser exit and compressor Inlet was very ef- 
fective In reducing large values of total-pressure distortion for a 

. total-pressure recovery loss of less than 4 percent. With throat bleed, 
distortion at the diffuser exit was appreciably reduced, and the long 
duct was less effective. A flush-type bypass near the compressor face 

. tended to offset the total-pressure loss caused by the long duct by re- 
moving the boundary layer generated therein. 
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Excellent aslgle-of-attack characteristics were obtained wLth both 
the solid and perforated ramps. 

INTRODUCTION 

The performance of a side inlet for a proposed twin-engine super- 
sonic interceptor has been determined in the NACA Lewis 8- by 6-foot 
supersonic tunnel. Features of the air induction system included: (1) 
a fixed-angle two-dimensional compression surface, (2) internal contrac- 
tion that exceeded the starting limit, (3) a low-angle, rounded-lip 
cowl, ( ) 1 Q 4 a on constant-area section followed by overdiffusion and 
rapid contraction between the diffuser exL-t and the compressor inlet, 
(5) a flush-type bypass ahead of the compressor inlet, and (6) provi- 
sions for rsmp boundary-layer bleed. 

Axial-force and pressure-recovery data were determined for a solid 
ramp, for various patterns of perforations and flush slot sizes on the 
external portion of the cwression rsmp, and for a lesser number of 
similar bleed devices in the region of the throat. The performance of 
the solid and most premising perforated ramps was evaluated for &ch 

10 numbers of 0.66 end 1.5 to 2.1, angles of attack from -22 to $, and 
lo angles of yaw from % wlndward to 6O leeward. The total-pressure loss 

and the change in total-pressure distortion between the diffuser exit 
and the engine face W&S determined. The effects of several sizes of the 
by-pass slot on total-pressure recovery and dlstortion were also deter- 
mined; however, it was not possible to obtain force data for the bypass 
condition. 

A 

AC 

AIELX 

A3 

A4 

%- 

F 
n,eJ 

SYMBOLS 

area, sq ft 

inlet capture area, 0.283 sq ft 

model. frontal area, 1.138 sq ft 

diffuser-exit area; station 3, 0.196 sq ft 

compressor-inlet area, station 4, 0.1873 sq ft 
2F 

axial-force coefficient, 
9oA- 

engine net thrust with ejector nozzle 

. 

. 
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F 
n, i, conv kq$ir~&~ i&d rkt host, 100 percent ram, convergent nozzle 

s 

H 

AH 
H 

av 

h 

M 

4% 

P 

9 

v 

:JG 
84 

P 

df 

axial force 

total pressure 

total-pressure distortion parame ter, numerical difference 
between maximum and minimum rake total pressures divided 
by average total pressure, percent 

boundary-layer splitter height, 0.4 in. 

MachnLmiber 

mass-flow ratio, PVA 
povoAc 

static pressure 

dynsm.ic pressure 

velocity 

weight flow, lb/set 

corrected rate of weight flow of air per unit area, 
(lb/sec)/sq ft 

axial distance 

angle of attack, deg 

ratio of total pressure to NACA standard sea-level static 
pressure of 2lJ6 lb/sq ft 

fuselage boundary-layer thickness, in. 

ratio of total tvrature to NACA standard sea-level 
statFc temperature of 519O R 

mass density of air 

angle of yaw, deg 
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Subscripts: 

B bypass 

b bleed 

. 

R r=p 

th throat 

0 free stream 

1 inlet survey station ahead of ramp 

2 inlet survey station near throat 1; in. from cowl lip 

3 diffuser exit 
e 

4 compressor inlet 

Configuration designations: . 

A external perforations 

B external slots 

C internal slots 

D internal perforations 

S various bypass slot sizes .,. 

V vent inetalled on side of ramp 

MQDELDETAIIS, INSTRUMENTATION, ANDMEX'EIOlX OF CAUXJLATION 

General Description of Model 

Photoephs of the 1]6-scale model are. shown in figure 1, a sche- 
matic drawing is shown in figure 2, and the duct area variation is given 
in figure 3. The con&xl nose of the model (30° included angle), which 

was canted downward 3$" from the horizontal, was symmetrical back to the 

leading edge of-the compression ramp; however, only one of the twin in- 
lets was included on the model. The leading edges of the ramp and cowl 

were canted downWard 7i" from the horizontal. 
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Main-Duct Air Lnauction System 

A fixed 12O two-dimensional ramp with rather generous fillets fair- 
ing into the cowl lip and throat (fig. l(c)) composed the inlet com- 
pression surface. These fillets rese&led partial side-fairings. The 
low-angle rounded-lip cowl in conjunction with the ramp and throat fil- 
lets resulted ti 22-percent internal contraction (AlidAthroat), -which 

exceeds the starting limit for this ramp angle at Mach numbers below 
2.5. 

As shown on figure 3, the cross-sectional shape of the diffuser 
changed from practically oval at the throat (station 2) to circulsr at 
the diffuser exit (station 3). Between stations 2 and 3 the duct was 
turned in the vertical plane from the 7015' downward cant to horizontal 
(fig. 2). The length of duct between the diffuser-exit and compressor- 

face stations (3 to 4) was about 7: diameters (station 3 diameter). A 

part of this length w&s composed of about 5 diameters of constant-area 
section within which the duct was turned S"45' downward. Aft of this 
point duct flare resulted in overexpansion followed by contraction in 
the region of the accessory bullet. At the compressor face the duct was 
turned from 8O45' downward to 2O35' upward relative to the horizontal 
axis. Total angular turning of the entire duct in the vertical plane 
amounted to 27O20'. An annular flush-type bypass-slot was slightly for- 
ward of the compressor-face survey station (fig. 2, detail C). In the 
airplane the bypass air is used as the secondary-air supply for an 
ejector exhaust nozzle. 

Secondary-Air Induction Systems 

Fuselage boundary-layer airscoop and diverter. - An open-nose type 
boundary-layer .diverter separated the compression rsmp from the fuselage 

by about a.40 fnch, which was approxFmately l$ thicknesses of the local 

boundary layer (h/g = 1.33) at zero angle of attack. The leading edges 
of thisdiverter were about 8.5 boundary-layer thicknesses aft of the 
rsmpleadingedge. Although the surfaces of the diverter were curved, 
the initial angle of each side was about 3U". Air captured by the di- 
verter airscoop was ducted through the model and controlled by means of 
a plug (fig. 2). 

Compressian-surface bleed system. - A portion of the ramp was fitted 
with a rwvable section for installing various surface bleed devices. 
Detailed dratigs of the external perforations are shown in figure 4(a), 
and drawings of the external or titernal slots are.presen-ted ti figure 
4(b). Pertinent areas, area ratios, and configuration designations are 
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given in table I. For configurations Al to A4 the thickness of the 

perforated metal was about l/32 inch. For A4 the l/S-inch holes were 

318 to l/4 inch deep. For A5 to A8 the metal thickness was 3/32 

Inch. The ramp bleed airflow was ducted through the model and controlled 
by a plug. For some configurations additional bleed capacity was pro- 
vided by opening the side of-the ramp bleed chamber and installing a 
wedge-shaped windshield. This is shown in figure l(c) and is hereinafter 
termed a vent (designated by V). For these configurations, only that 
flow within the ducting system was measured. 

e 
8 

Instrumentation 

Pressure measurements. - In order to evaluate the effect of the 
long duct between stations 3 and 4, duplicate tests were made for some 
conditions with and without a total-pressure rake at station 3. The c 
removable rake at station 3 had srtx equally spaced radial se@plents com- 
posed of 31total-pressure tubes and six wall static-pressure orifices. 
Twenty-four of the total-pressure tubes were arranged for area-weighting -- 
with one tube at the duct center. Each rske segment had one total- 
pressure tube near the duct wall at a radius of 0.985 that was used as 
a limit for computing total-pressure distortions. The rake at station 4 
had six equally spaced radial segments composed of 36 total-pressure 
tubes and six static-pressure orifices on both the outer wall and the 
accessory housing surfaces. Twenty-four total-pressure tubes were area- 
weighted with extra tubes for distortion limits at radius ratios of 0.493 
and 0.975. Hub-tip radius ratio was 0.468. -For both rakes the tubes 
used for distortion limits would be l/2 inch from the surface of a full- 

- 

scale duct. An inlet throat total- and static-pressure survey was made 

1; inches aft of the cowl leading edge, or l/4 inch aft of the geometric 

throat. With this rake installed the minimum area was moved from 1; to 

$ inches aft of the lip and reduced about 2 percent. 

Inlet flow angularity in both the pitch and yaw plsnes was deter- 
mined at a station about 2 inches forward of the rarrq? leading edge by 
means of four instrumented lZO-included-angle wedges. The wedges were 
located 2 inches on either side of the duct centerline and 2.2 and 5.2 
inches from the fuselage surface. Flow-deflection angles in the plane 
normal to the fuselage did not differ appreciably, and hence all four 
wedges were averaged to obtain the deflection at the centerline. 

Base pressures were measured by five static-pressure orifices on 
the rear bulkhead forward of the windshield that enclosed the mass-flow 
plugs and tailpipe and also by five static tubes at the split of the 
accessory bullet aft of the station 4 r&se. A strain-gage dynamic- 
pressme pickup was connected to a flush static-pressure orifice 
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installed slightly ehead of station 3. Each of the secondary-air ducts 
(diverter snd rsmp bleeds) had four wall static-pressure orifices and 
three area-weighted total-pressure tubes in a plane of survey that was 
preceded by about 20 diameters of constant-area length. 

Force measurements. - Because of the asymmetric nature of the model 
(only one inlet) the strati-gage balance was used only for axial forces. 
That part of the model not falling within the minimum reflected-shock 
pattern had a cgnstant-area cross section to minimize the effect on 
axial-force readings. The main-duct tailpipe within the windshield was 
connected to the balance, and no correction was made for the relatively 
mtior effect of flow within the windshield (such as from the secondary- 
air ducts) on the outer surface of the pipe. Force data were not ob- 
tained with the bypass open. 

Methods of Calculation 

Pressure and mass flow. - As stated previously, all total-pressure 
recoveries were area-weighted. Total-pressure dfstortions were cwuted 
as the maximum minus the minimum divided by the average total pressure. 
All mass-flow ratios (based on main inlet capture area) were calculated 
by means of the ratio of average static to average total pressure at the 
respective survey planes. With the station 3 rake installed, the sta- 
tion 4 rake was used only for mass-flow calculations. 

Axial-force coefficient. - The change in momentum in the axial di- 
rection between the free-stream and the exit measuring stations of all 
the airflow ducted through the model and base pressure forces were re- 
moved from the strain-gage balance force measurements. The axial-force 
coefficient is based on the maximum cross-sectional area of the force 
portion of the model. win-ductexitmomentumwas computedbymesns of 
mass-flow continuity between station 4 and a static-pressure measuring 
station located aft of the rake and ahead of the centerbody split. Thus J 
the force on the rake was accounted for. With the vent installed on the 
ranq?, the mass flow exiting from the vent was not measured, and hence 
the force due to this air is included in the axial-force coefficient. 

PBESENTATIONOF BESUB= 

The data are presented in four groups: 

(1) Inlet flow-field angularity (fig. 5) 

(2) Performance of solid-rsmp inlet at m;c$ nurdbegs of 0.66, 1.5, 

1.7, and 2.0 for angles of attack of -22 to 4 andyawangles 
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lo of -22 -windward to 6O leeward; effects of constant-area section 

and different bypass opentigs Included (figs. 6 to 13) 

(3) Performance of various ramp bleed methods at zero angle of 
attack (figs. 14 to 18) 

(4) Detailedperformance.of a selected ramp bleed configuration at 

Mach nmbers 0.66 and I;5 to 2.1 at angles of attack from -2$O 

to 9$O and &i@les of yaw from -+O to co; increme&al axial-force 

coefficients, stability limits, 
included (figs. 19 to 23) 

effective thrust ratio analyses 

DISCUSSION 

Inlet Flow-Field Survey 

The inlet flow-field angularity, shown in figure 5, was generally 
independent of flight Mach number except for the effect of yaw angle at 
Mach 2.0. The variation of flow angle with angles of attack or yaw was 
nearly linear. At zero angle of attack the flow was nearly alined with 

lo the horizontal axis or downward % relative to the Met centerline as 
lo a result of the 7~ tilet cant. At an angle of attack of 6.7O the inlet 

was approximately slged with the local flow. At zero yaw angle the 
flow deflection in the horizontal plane was outboard about lo, and for 
6O leeward yaw was outboard about 4O. 

The wedge survey data also indicated local Mach numbers and total 
pressures on the order of free-stream values A fuselage boundary- 
layer thickness of about 0.30 inch or an hfi of 1.33 at zero angle of 
attack was established by means of a total-pressure rake. 

Performance with SolidRamp 

Qualitative description. - The progressive increase of ramp 
boundary-layer separation as mass-flow ratio was reduced is shown by 
the schlieren photographs of figure 6 and the throat total-pressure 
contours of figure 7. 

Although the schlieren photo aph 
7 

(fig. 6(a)) near maximum mass- 
flow ratio at Mach number 2.0 (m4 w = 0.773) indicates a lambda shock, 
no separation is evident in the corresponding throat total-pressure con- 
tour of figure 7(a). For subcritical mass-flow ratios, separation was 
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most severe at Mach number 2.0, evident at Mach 1.7, and insignificant 
at Mach 1.5. The reduction ln pressure recovery act anpanying increased 
separation at each MEach number is shown by the subcritical slope of the 
pressure-recovery - mass-flow curves in figure 8. 

A distinguishing feature of the shock-induced separation of the 
m boundary layer was the tistability or rapid fluctuation of the re- 
gion of separated flow, which seemingly caused a corresponding static- 
pressure fluctuation at the diffuser exti. This occurredwithoutthe 
usual pulsing, buzz, or noticeable movement of the normal shock. At 
Mach nmiber 2.0, for mle, the static-pressure amplitude (near sta- 
tion 3) increased from about 8 percent of free-stream total pressure at 
a mass-flow ratio of 0.64 to about 15 percent at a mass-flow ratio of 
0.45. 

Peak total-pressure recovery and maximum mass-flow ratio. - Peak 
pressure recoveries were about 0.96, 0.905, and 0.802 at Mach nu&ers 
of 1.5, 1.7, and 2.0, respectively (fig. 8), for zero angle of attack. 
Theoretical choked-throat mass-flow ratios and total-pressure recover- 
ies are indicated on figure 8 for a l2O rsmp at free-stream conditions 
(oblique- plus normal-shcck recoveries). The difference-between theo- 
retical snd experTmental peak pressure recoveries vsried from 0.08 unit 
of pressure recovery (8 percent of free-stream total pressure) at Mach 
2.0 to 0.01 unit at peak or 0.025 unft at critical at Mach 1.5. (p--k 
and critical pressure recoveries were about equal at Mach numbers 2.0 
and 1.7 where rsmp sepsration occurred subcritically.) At critical flow 
conditions the variation of this difference (0.08 to 0.025) with Mach num- 
ber is primarily indicative of the effect of throat total-pressure con- 
tour (shape factor) on diffuser efficiency, inasmuch as the throat is 
choked for each flight Machnmer. The theoretical maximum mass-flow 
ratios are in good agrant with the experimental data in spite of the 
inlet flow angularity, which has a second-order effect on rsmp angle, 
and other minor asswtions (e.g., HO, MO at ramp leading edge). 

Effect of angles of attack or yaw. - The peak pressure recovery 
varied only 0.025 unit of pressure recovery between angles of attack of 

-2+O to 9+O (fig. 8). The lowest peak recovery was consistently obtained 

at -go angle of attack, for which the local. flow angle (fig. 5> is fsr- 

thest from being alined with the Inlet. 

between sngles of attack of 5O and %$O, 

Highest peak recovery, occurring 

agrees qualitatively with the 

flow-field angularity, which indicated alinement at 6.7O. The general 
insensitiveness to angle-of-attack effects is attributed to the stsnd- 
In@; bow shock, generous fillets, and round cowl lips. 

Leeward yaw of 6O decreased peak recovery about 0.03 unit, whereas 

windward yaw of go increased recovery by about the same amount because 
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of favorable local ?&ch number reductions (fig. 9). The maximum mass- 
flow ratio was also affected by changes of.local Mach number and total 
pressure.due.to yaw. 

Effect of 5idismeter constant-area section followed by overdiffusion 

and rapid contraction. - The 7gdiameter length of duct between the dif- 

fuser exit and the engine materially reduced total-pressure distortion 
(fig. 8). Most of this reduction is believed to be due to mixing actlons. 
however, part of the distortion reduction may be fictftious, inasmuch as 
the outer tube at station 4 should be somewhat closer to the wall in 
order to fo1low.a .streamline from the outer tube at station 3. The 
total-pressure-recovery loss was- between 0.03 to nearly 0 unit, of re- 
covery, depending on mass-flow ratio (fig. 10). For exsmple, at zero 
angle of attack and Mach number 2.0, for 'criticsl flow (no rsmp sepa- 
ration), a station 3 distortion of 21 percent was reduced to about 12.5 
percent at station 4 for a total-pressure-recovery loss of 0.024. At a 
mass-flow ratio of 0.70, a 32-percent distortion was reduced to 10.7 
percent for a loss of 0.017. -Large values of distortion-were found at 
station 3 when ramp separation.+s severe, such as shown for Mach numi 
bers 2.0 and 1.7. At Mach number 1.5, however, where rq separation 
did not occur to-any large extent, the distortion at station 3 was lower 
and only slightly reduced at station 4. Leaving the station 3 rake in- 
stalled apparently decreased the effectiveness of the cmonstant-area set- 
tion because of wakes from the rake and resulted in appreciably higher 
distortions at station 4, as shown by the solid symbols in figure 8. 
Ccunparative total-pressure contours at stations 3 and 4 are shown in 
figure ll. The charrge in position of the low-energy total-pressure re- 
gion from altiement with the ramp at the throat to the top portion of 
the duct at station 3 suggests the existence of secondary flows due to 
duct turning. The low-energy region does not change location appreciably 
between stations 3 and 4 but spreads somewhat. (The net duct turning is 
small, and large area changes occur.) At a subsanti Mach number of 0.66, 
the flow is very symmetric. 

. 
- 

- 

Effect of bypass slot size. -.Each of the three bypass positions, 
which progressively increased bypass flow area, resulted in peak 
sure recoveries higher than that obtained without bypass (fig. 12 P 

res- 
. 

This increase, which was as much as 0.02 unit of pressure recovery, in- 
dicates removal of the boundary-layer growth that occurred between sta- 
tions 3 and 4 and agrees well with the pressure-recovery losses shown 
in figure 10. The largest slot size, S4, removed from 30 to 23 percent 

of the flow entering the inlet. The decreases in distortion at peak re- 
covery shown for the various bypass settings ccarrpared with the value at 
critical flow without bypass are related to the decrease in compressor- 
face Mxh number or corrected weight flow per unit area, as discussed in 
reference 1. When compared at the equal values of corrected weight flow 
in the subcritical region, little difference is found. In general, the 
station 4 total-pressure contours shown in figure 13, together with 
those of figure ll for the zero-bypass case, indicate gradual removal 
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of low-energy regions near the duct walls and spread- of the high- 
energy regims as the amount of bypassed flow is increased. 

Perforce of Rmrp Bleed Devices 

The perfomnce obtafned with external perforations (fig. 14) and 
internal perforation asd tit-1 or external slots (fig. 15) is sumna- 
rized in the following table for Mach nmiber 2.0 in terms of peak pres- 
sure recovery and stability range. Pertinent geometric Momnation is 
@ven in table I and figure 4. 

Configuration Peak Stable Bleed mss- Percent increase in 
and flow area, pressure mass-flow flow ratio . 

sq in. recovery for maximuIn Pressure Stable 

&zy$ ; 7 stability recovery range 

Solid rsmp 0.802 0.10 0 0 

External 
perforations: 
pfr 0.52 0.826 0.10 0.003 3.1 0 
AZ 1.16 .844 .13 .009 5.2 30 

+ .2.29 -852 .13 .02 6.2 30 

A4V 3.82 -876 .266 =..028 9.2 166 

As 2.08 -864 -20 ,021 7.7 100 
% 3.47 .868 .198 -021 8.2 98 

% V 4.69 .890 -278 >.03 IL.0 178 

A8 2.74 .872 .248 -024 8.7 148 

A8V 2.74 -870 .285 '-023 8.5 185 

External slots: 
Bl 0.64 0.825 0.11 0.006 2.9 10 
B2 1.60 .835 .145 .015 4.1 45 

B3 3.00 -852 .170 .02 6.2 70 

Internal slots: 
c3 3.00 0.857 0.146 0.04 6.9 46 

c4v 4.59 .850 -114 B.036 6.0 14 

lnternsl 
perforation: 
Dl 0.52 0.831 0.154 0.009 3.6 54 
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All of the types of bleed increased peak pressure recovery and had 
stability ranges equal to or better than the solid ranq?. The greatest 
increases were obtained with external perforations having the largest 

* 

flow area and distribution of porosity. Total-pressure distortions were 
about equal to or less than those for the solid ramp. 

External perforations. - Peak pressure recovery occurred just before 
the point of minimum stable nmss-flow ratio and tended to correspond to 
maximum-bleed mass-flow ratio (fig. 14). As the tibda shock pattern 
moved in-to the perforated region, bleed mass flow increased because of 
the shock pressure rise until the holes were choked or instability oc- - 
curred. However,.the importance of thedistribution of flow area is 
demonstrated by the fact that increasing flow area did not in all 
cases offer proportional gains in recovery or stability. For example, 
nearly doubling the flow area without changing distribution of a pat- 
tern on the rear of the ramp, A2 to %, changed pressure recovery 

only slightly and did not increase stability range in spite of increased . 
bleed flow. IncreasIng porosity forward of that for A3, such as A4V 

(A3 plus a concentration of larger size-holes extending about 3/4 ti. - 
forward of A3), offered marked increases in both recovery and stability. 

Reverting to a uniform distribution of perforations, A5 (extendtig for- 

ward of that for A4V), was less effective. Increasing the hole size of 

the forward portion of A5 to make A6 (similar to the change from A3 

to A4V} was ineffective; snd, since bleed flow increased only slightly, 

the shock pattern J& probably not near enough to the enlarged holes to 
provide a choking pressure ratio. Enlarging the remainder of the holes 
in this pattern to form A7V (which had the largest flow area) and in- 

stalling the vent to ensure sufficient bleed-system capacity resulted in 
the largest pressure-recovery increase (11 percent) and a stability in- 
crease of 178 percent. The required bleed mass flow was somewhat greater 
than 6 percent of the flow that entered the inlet. 

Inasmuch as extension of the perforated area towards the cowl lip 

(A2 to s) or forward of A4V (such as A.,-) did not result in propor- 

tional improvements, configuration A8V was devised ti order to reduce 

perforated area and ducted bleed flow. As shown in the preceding table, 
this configuration had the largest stability range and the greatest in- 
crease in peak pressure recovery for this amount of flow area. 

External. slots. - The position on the ramp of the related series of 
external slots (Bl, B2,.B3) did not change appreciably with slot size _ .-- ., 

and corresponded approximately to the position of the perforated regions 
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for % or A2. The increase in peak pressure recovery with bleed 

slot area was linear. Stability range increased with slot area but not 
linearly. The importance of flow-area distribution is again demonstrated 
by the performan ce of B3. This configuration had a slot area about 

equal to the perforated area of A8 but achieved only about 2/3 the 

recovery and half the stabilfty increases of A8. 

Internal slots snd perforations. - Application of internal bleed in 
the catracting region ahead of the throat (configurations C3, C4V, and 

Dl) resulted in appreciably less stability and lower peak recoveries com- 

pared with external perforations (fig. 15). The performance of C3 and 

B3, which were of equal size, was ccanparable. Configuration C4V, which 

was slightly aft, larger, and had a different ramp approach surface 
ahead of the slot, had about the same performance as C3. The configu- 

ration with internal perforations (D,) was more effective with respect to 

stability than those with a sWiler external pattern (%), but because 

of the small area did not approach the performance of those having larger 
flow area. All of the internal-bleed configurations had higher pressure 
recoveries within the stable region than the external bleeds, inasmuch 
as the normal shock was always ahead of the slot and bleed flow increased 
rapidly as the shock moved forward. 

Inlet instability with ramp bleed. - As previously discussed, 
schlieren observation indicated a progressive increase in unstable sep- 
aration of the ramp boundary layer as mass flow was reduced for the solid 
rRmp. Tzl contrast, the bleed rsmps had a reduced but stable separation 
up to the point of minimum stable mass flow. Further mass-flow reduc- 
tions resulted in unstable separation with brief periodic excursions into 
what appeared to be separation that completely encompassed the inlet. 
This was especially true for the perforated r-s having appreciable 
stability, such as A4V, A7V, and A8V. For these cases high-speed mo- 

tion pictures qualitatively indicated that, because of the unsteady sep- 
aration, the vortex sheet emanating from the junction of the terminal 
shock and the oblique shock from the separated flow oscfllated within 
limits between the ramp surface and the cowl lip and occasionally inter- 
sected the cowl lip. This intersection of the vortex sheet with the cowl 
lip was followed by the complete separation of the rsmp boundary layer 
previously mentioned. These c nmmcnts are illustrated in figure 16 for 
configuration A8V. Figure 16(a) for a mass-flow ratio of 0.536 Just 

before the minimum stable point shows the reduced separation (compared 
with the solid-ramp schlieren for mass-flow ratio 0.587 at MO = 2.0 
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from fig. 6), and the steadiness of the separation is shown by the low 
value of 0.01 for the ratio of dynamic static-pressure smplitude to free- s 
stream total pressure Ap3/Ho. At a mass-flow ratio of 0.503 the 

schlieren photograph offigure 16(b) and clips from the high-speed mo- 
tion pictures show some of the extreme positions of the separation for 
which the value of b3iHo was in excess of Q.19. 

Some effects of varying bleed flow. - For scpne of the configurations, 
slight gaFns in pressure recovery were found for reduced bleed mass-flow 
ratios, as shown in figure 17. The bleed mass-flow ratio plotted is only 
that ducted through the model, and hence configurations A7V and ASV 

still have vent bleed flow at 51% = 0. As bleed mass-flow ratio ap- 

proached zero, pressure recovery and stability tended to revert to solid- 
ramp values. Maximum stability range was in all cases attained tith max- 
imum bleed flow, such as shown In figure 17 for A7V and A6V with vent 

flow only and with vent plus msxfmum duct flow. 
t 

Effectiveness of long duct with ramp bleed. - Since throat bleed s 
removed and controlled rsmp separation, -the distortion level at station 
3 was appreciably less than for the solid ramp, as shoti In figure 18 
for configuration C4V. At station 4, however, the distortion level was 

not significantly changed, ind.$cating that the long duct length was not 
correspondingly effective when the initial distortion was lower. This is 
also shown by the fact that, when the distortion value did become high at 
station 3, such as when rsmp bleed was not sufficient, the level at sta- 
tion 4 did not change correspondingly. 

Performance of Configuration A6V 

The performance of configuration A6V was determined in some detail 

with a bypass setting, Sl, chosen to approx3mate exhaust ejector pumping . 

capacity for best net thrust gains. A much larger bypass setting, S5, 

which might be used for engine idle or windmill situatioris, was also 

tested over limited conditions. The data are presented in figures 19, 
20, and 21. Lines of turbojet corrected weight flow per unit srea are 
superimposed on the plots for an altitude of 35,OOC feet, and oil-cooler 
airflows are included. 

Effects of Mach number and angles or-attack or yati. - The perforated 
rsq provided significant. increases in pressure recovery and stability 
range from Mach numbers 1.5 to 2.0, as shown in figure 19- Increases 
were obtained even at Mach number 1.5 where ramp separation was not a 
problem. At Mach numbers 1.5 and 1.7, stability range was limited by 
available plug travel rather than by inlet performance. 
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For sngles of attack between O" and go, only minor variations in 

pressure recovery were found at &h n~er 2.0, and virtually no varla- 
tion at Mach nmbers 1.7 and 1.5. The reductim in pressure recovery 

due to a negative angle of attack of -$ increased progressively with 

Mach nrrmber and, as for the solid ramp, was the most pronounced reduction 
due to angle of attack. The effect of yaw angle (fig. 20) was about the 
same as that obtained with the solid ramp with respect to pressure re- 
covery and mass-flow ratio- At subsonic flight Mach numbers the inlet 

lo was unaffected by angles of attack or yaw between O" and % , as shown 
in figure 21. 

The compressor-inlet total-pressure contours shown in figure 22 were 
selected near the engine matching condition. The pressure distribution 
changed gradually for Mach nlmibers 0.66 to 2.1 and was not markedly al- 
tered by angles of attack or yaw. At engine matching conditions the level 
of distortion varied from 7.0 to 5.5 percent between Mach numbers of 1.5 
aad 2.0. 

Sumslary of stability limits. - Sufficient stable mass-flow-ratio 
range was attained (shown in fig. 23 as lines of min. stable weight flow) 
to satisfy engine idle or win& requirements at Mach rnmibers i-5 and - 
1.7 except for a yaw angle of 6O. At Mach ntiers 1.9 and 2.0, except 
for angles of attack of 2O to 50 at MO = 1.9, unstable flow occurred at 

engine rotative speeds somewhat greater than idle. Opening the by-pass 
to the largest setting, S5, resulted in smple stable rsnge at an angle 

of attack of 2O at Mach numbers 2.1 and 2.0'. Similar increases cazl be 
anticipated at other angles of attack and yaw. 

Incremental axial-force coefficients. - Because of the asymmetric 
nature- of the model, only incremental sxfal-force coefficients due to 
normal-shock spillage are presented. The curves shown in figure 24 can 
be used for sny configuration when adjusted for chsnges in crftical mass 
flow ratio caused by ramp bleed. This is possible sFnce the force due 
to all ducted airflow (bypass configurations excluded) was removed from 
the force coefficient. As shown in figure 24, the slopes of the incre- 
mental axial-force curves changed only slightly with Mach number. Al- 
though not shown, the slopes were not significantly changed by angles 
of attack or yaw. With the vent installedsndtithout removlngthemo- 
mentum change of the vent air (stice the mass flow was not mown), the 
variations of axial-force coefficient were within a.005 of the no-vent 
values at Mach number 2.0. 

.- 

In order to titerpret the magnitude of the slopes of the force- 
coefficient curve6, slopes for both normal- (open-nose inlet) snd 
oblfque-shock spillage for a sharp-lip Inlet are included in figure 24. 
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The slopes of the two additive-dr&g curves have been drawn through the 
potit of zero incremental experimental drag for comparison. (For this .-- 
inlet excessive Internal contraction results In a critical mass-flow 
ratio less than that for oblique-shock s-pillage only.) The spillage 
drag comparison indicates that the experimental values are approximately g 
equivalent to those for an open-nose inlet. The possible reductions in (D a 
spillage drag attainable by bypassing air in excess of engine requfre- 
men-h are indicated for Mach nut&er 2.0. 

Effective-thrust-ratio comparison. - A-flow snd thrust character- 
istics for a conventional turbojet engine with afterburner were used for 
computing the ratio of net thrust minus spillage drag to ideal thrust 
with convergent nozzle (referred to hereinafter as the effective t&ust 
ratio). For bypass setting Sl, which approximates a particular ejector 

pumping capacity for optimum net thrust gains, a net thrust Increase of 
8 percent was assumed at Mach nuniber 2.0. 

The combined effect of increased thrust due to the ejector and de- 
creased spillage drag amounts to 10 percent of the ideal convergent- 
nozzle thrust, as shown in figure 25 for bypass setting S1. Further 

reductions in splllage drag are possible by increasing by-pass mass-flow 
ratio. Eowever , since the ejector is probably not capable of pumping 
this increased smount of flow at optimum net-thrust gain, a separate 
bypass exit for exhausting directly to the external stream the differ- 
ence between S 1 and S5 (bypass mass-flow ratio of 0.155 , could be 3 
used for the peak thrust condition. (S5 and the exit-type by-pass could 

then be used together for‘reduced erigine speed.) For an exit-type by- 
a spillage-drag reduction on the order of60 percent is possible 

fF8eIt: 2). This would give an effective thrust ratio of 0.60 compared 
with 0.70 for Sl, wh%h amounts to an improvement of 10 percent of 

ideal convergent-nozzle thrust or sn increase of 14.2 percent over the 

s1 value. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

A side inlet having a fixed 12 O two-dimensional compression surface 
was tested at Mach numbers of 0.66 and 1.5 to 2.1, angles of attack be- 

tween -%O and 9$O, and angles ofyawfrom2$O windward to 6O leeward. 

The conical nose of the fuselage was canted downward go relative to the 

horizontal axis and the inlet was casted downward 7i". Other features 

of the air-induction system included internal contracticrn in excess of 
starting limits, a-low-angle rounded-lip cowl, a long constant-area 
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section followed by overexpansion and contraction between the diffuser 
exit end the ccmpressor met, snd a flush-slot annular bypass. Asome- 
what systematic fnvestigation was made of perforations snd slots for 
compression-surface bleed. The following results were obtained: 

1. At Mach n&ers of 2.0 and 1.7, shock-induced sepesatfon of the 
raQ boundary layer was unsteady e;nd resulted in a large static-pressure 
fluctuation at the diffuser exit without the usual. normal-shock type of 
inlet buzz. This limited the usable stable mass-flow-ratfo range (fm 
critical) to 0.10 and 0.12 and pesktotsl-pressure recovery to 0.802 and 
0.91 at Mach.numbers 2.0 snd 1.7, respectively. At Mach nmiber 1.5, 
separation was not evident, the peak recovery was 0.96, and the stable 
mass-flow range was 0.33. 

2. External (ramp) or internal (throat) perforations or slots par- 
t&J&y reduced snd stabilized the shock-induced separation. Increased 
peak pressure recoveries and equal or better stability ranges were ob- 
tained for all configurations. Oenerally, peak recovery occurred just 
before minimum stable flow conditions; and, hence, the configuration 
having the greatest stability tended to have the highest peak recovery. 
At Mach ntier 1.5, where separation was not significant, ramp or throat 
bleed also increased peak recovery and stable range. 

3. External perforations in the region of the shock lmibda gave the 
greatest increases ti stable range and pee recovery. At Bach nuuiber 2.0 
the perforated ramp having the largest hole flow area and distributfon 
(7.7 percent of raq surface area or Il.5 percent of capture area) gave 
the highest peak recovery of 0.89 and a stable mass-flow range of 0.278. 
Max-bleed flow at peak recovery was smewhat in excess of 6 percent 
of the flow that entered the inlet. 

4. The distribution snd density of the bleed flow area were *or- 
tan-t factors. For example, another conffguration having the same size 
of holes but only 60 percent of the flow asea of that above (4.5 percent 
of raTlIp surface mea or 6.7 percent of capture area) gave a peak pres- 
sure recovery of 0.87 and a stability remge of 0.265. The largest ex- 
ternal slot in the same general region of the w (4.9 percent of ramp 
surface area or 7.3 percent of capture area) had a peak recovery of 0.85 
and a stable renge of 0.17. 

5. Although Internal slots In the region of the throat resulted in 
a less stable range than external bleed, the envelope of pressure re- 
coveries between critical and minimum stable flow was higher. This oc- 
curred because of greater bleed mass flow, since the tea shock was 
always ahead of the bleed slot. 

6. The long duct section between the diffuser exit and the cozrpres- 
sor inlet was very effective Fn reducing large values of distortion. 
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With the solid ramp a distortion of 32 percent was reduced to 10.5. -&e 
loss in total-pressure recovery was 4 percent or less, depending on mass- 
flow ratio. With throat bleed, distortion was considerably less at the 
diffuser exit and only slightly reduced by the long duct. 

7. A flush-type bypass near the compressor inlet tended to offset 
the total-pressure loss due to-the long duct section by bleeding off 
the bourid&y layer generated therein. 

8. Both the solid and perforated rsmp inlets had excellent angle- 
of-attack characteristics, which may be attributed to the standing bow 
wave due to excessive contraction, rounded cowl lips, generous fillets, 
and the cauting of the nose and inlet. At Mach ntier 2.0 the total- 
pressure recovery at criical flow varied only 3 percent of free-stream 

total pressure for angles of attack frcm Oo to go. The highest level 

of pressure recovery occurred near So angle of attack when the body flow 
field was nearly altied with the inlet axis. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Conrmlttee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, October 8, 1956 

. 
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TABLF:I. - RAMP BLEELD CONFIGURATIONS 

Configuration ",,'z %A3 %Ah %JAc 
, 

*b, 
sq in. 

Ixternal perforations: * 
A1 0.52 0.0086 0.013 

A2: Same as Al with increased 1.16 -019 -028 
hole size 

A3: Same as A2 plus duplicate 

pattern aft to cowl lip 

A4: Same as ps plus 5 rows of 

l/8" holes forward 

A5: Similar to A4, all l/16" 
holes 

2.29 -038 .056 

3.82 .063 .093 

2.08 -034 -051 

A6: Same pattern as As, front 12 3.47 -057 -085 
rows 3/32" holes 

A7holz pattern as As, all 3/32" 4.69 -077 -115 

A8: Different pattern, all 3/32" 2.74 -045 -067 
holes 

Pxternal slots: 
Bl: 0.10" Slot 

B2: 0.25" Slot 

B3: 0.50" slot 

Cnternal slots: 
c3: 0.50" Slot 

C4: 0.72" Slot, changed ramp 
contour 

0.64 0.015 0.0157 

1.60 -026 -039 

3.00 -049 -073 

3.00 0.134 0.039 

4.59 -205 .I1 

Cnternal perforation: 
Dl: Same as *l' but 1" inside 

cowl 
0.52 0.013 
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(b) Side view. 

(0) c10sellp view of Fnlet. 

Figure 1. - Conoluded. Photogaqhs of azo&lwLthA~Tramg. 
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1382 0.0&S" Hclee 
124 0.123" Holes 

590 0.0825” HoLea 

35s 0.093-p alaa 
327 0.0823" Holea 

. 

F-0 4. - I!etalln of - bleed configurati~~~6 (dimmnmionm ln lmhee). 
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Typical external 

l ,\. 

I 

LBleed chamber 

Horizontal suit3 

0.25 Cowl lip 

B2 

(b) Bleed slots. 

Figure 4. - Concluded. Details of z-map bleed conflgurationa (dimeneions in inches). 
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Angle of attack, a, deg 

Figure 5. - Plow field approaching inlet. 
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0 .l .2 .5. .4 .5 .6 

Mess-flow ratio, m&aQ 

(a) M#-J - 0.66. 

Figure 8. - Concluded. Effect of e&I& ofattack on inlet performance. 
&lid ramp. 
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Angle of attack, 

(a) MC) = 1.5. 

--- - 

(b) MO = 1.7. 
---I 

.4 .5 .6 .7 .8 
Maas-flaw ratio, m.& 

(c) MC) = 2.0. 

Figure 10. .- LCMe. in total-pressure recovery between stations 3 and 4. 
Solid ramp. 
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7 
- .4 -5 .6 -7 

Mass-flow ratio, q/w 
(c) s = 2.0. 

Figure 14. - concluded. Effect of external ramp perforations on fnlet performance at zero 
angle Of att.aaJL. 
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--- 8oUd ramp (fig. 8) 
----- Ipstability 
---- sv (ffg.14) 

Mesa-flow ratio, m&o 

(c) MO = 2.0. 
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m- Solid ramp (fig. 8) I 
MO = 2.0 

\ / 

/ \ 
/ 

I- 
\I 

mm- Solid ramp (fig. 8) 
30 0 C4V 

0 C4V with station 3 
rake In 

.4 .5 .6. .7- 
Mass-flov 

.5 -6 .7 .8 
ratio, m4/mC 

(b) Station 4. 

Figure 18. - Effect of ramp bleed on total~pl'essure diatirblo~ at stationa 3 - 
--- 

and 4 for configuration C4V. Zem angle of attack. 
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Angle of yaw, q, deg 

30 --- 0 (fig. la(a)) 
0 3 
D 6 

0 -2; 
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----Required matching airflow 
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(c) Flight Mach number, 2.0. 

Figure 20. - Concluded. Effect of angle of yaw on inlet per- 
formance tith &V ramp and bypass setting S1. 
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Experimental spillage drag 
-- Theoretical normal-ebock, 

(b) B$, I 1.7. 
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Figure 24. - Variation of axial-force coefficient due to norme&ebock spillage end com- 
parison tith additive drag for normal- or oblique-shock spillage. 
attack and yaw. 
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Figure 25. - Effect of bypass and ejector on effective thrust ratio at 
engine matching condftions. Flight Mach number, 2.0. 
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